Lobster Lake Association Lake Management Plan Volunteers

A. Water Quality

1. Semi-annual Milfoil Inspections

   Hardy Huettl       Chairman
   Don Swanson
   Arnie Vick
   Leroy Foslien
   Merrill Pedersen
   Jerry Ellis
   Wally Thielmann
   Jerry Freding
   Greg Pouliot
   Ron Hofstedt
   Dale Elbahl & Rayne Brandt
   Pat Hanson
   Kevin Thalhauber
   Jerry Glisky
   Herb Olson
   Steve Voss
   John Herkenhoff
   Gary Vorachek
   Bill Lowe

2. Milfoil Signage @ Public Access

   Bonnie Huettl       Chairman
   Bruce Strandskow
   Arnie and Jackie Vick
   Rod and Jean Johnson
   Hardy Huettl
   Wally Thielmann
   Pat & Jerry Glisky

3. Education Handouts @ Access

   Chairman
   Ron Salo
   Arnie and Jackie Vick
   Leroy and Bonnie Foslien

4. Land and Resource Liaison

   Bonnie Huettl       Chairman
   Paul Carlson
   Arlene Bushard (chemicals)

5. Water Monitoring and Testing

   Pete Onstad       Chairman
   Hardy Huettl
   Richard Knutson
   Ron Hofstedt
   Dale Timm
   Mike and Melody O’Leary
   Pat Hanson
6. Water Quality Education  
   Chairman
   Ron Hofstedt
   Mike and Melody O'Leary

7. Shore Land Survey, Mapping and Photos  
   Erick Highum  Chairman
   Don Swanson
   Dale Ekdahl and Rayne Brandt
   Mary Nordquist
   Erv Muth
   Pete Onstad
   Hardy Huettl
   Pat Hanson

8. Lakescaping and Restoration  
   Chairman
   Rod and Jean Johnson
   Dale Timm
   Pat and Jerry Glisky

B. Fisheries Management
   1. Habit Study and Improvement  
      Bruce Strandskov  Chairman
      Brad Meischner
      Arnie Holm
      Rod and Jean Johnson
      Harold Howard
      Gary Nordquist
      Hardy Huettl
      Mike and Melody O'Leary

   2. Measuring Rules  DONE  
      Leroy Foslien  Chairman
      Bonnie Foslien

   3. Fish Stocking  
      Bruce Strandskow  Chairman
      Brad Meischner
      Arnie Holm
      Craig Larson
      Harold Howard
      Gary Nordquist
      Hardy Huettl
      Mike and Melody O'Leary

C. Land Use and Zoning
   1. Future Development Issues  
      Bonnie Huettl  Chairman
      Paul Carlson
      Arlene Bushard
      Scott Setzepfandt
2. Central Sewer System
   \textbf{John Stone} \hspace{1em} \textit{Chairman}
   Jim Barrett
   Merle Pedersen
   Bruce Strandskov
   Scott Setzepfandt

3. Conditional Permits and Variances
   \textbf{Bonnie Huettl} \hspace{1em} \textit{Chairman}
   Paul Carlson
   Scott Setzepfandt
   Arlene Bushard

4. Wetland Restoration and Protection
   \textbf{Bonnie Huettl} \hspace{1em} \textit{Chairman}
   Paul Carlson
   Arlene Bushard
   Bonnie Huettl

5. Dry Hydrants
   \textbf{Chairman}
   Rod Johnson
   Leroy and Bonnie Foslien
   Arlene Bushard
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